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Results

Conclusions

Mechanical CPR devices may improve vital organ blood flow when
compared to conventional chest compressions [1].

A mechanical, man-powered plunger system is compared to manual chest
compression.

68 volunteers with BLS skills (medical students and members of water
rescue services) and 12 paramedics with ALS skills performed CPR in an
Ambu Cardiac Care Trainer in teams of 2 with 3 minutes of manual and
mechanical chest compression in combination with mask ventilation
(30:2) by each participant.

For mechanical chest compression, the "ANIMAX" (Alber Antriebstechnik,
Germany) was used and time for setup before start of the 3 minute
sequences was registered.

Rate and depth of chest compressions, compression-release ratio,
complete release, correct compression point, cardiac output as calculated
with the Ambu CPR Trainer Software 2.2 and no-flow time were recorded.

For statistical analysis, the Wilcoxon-Test was used, P<0.05 was
considered significant.

Average age of the 80 participants was 25.9±6.4 years, 56% were
female.

Time for setup of the mechanical device was 16.6±4.0 (9-34) seconds.

Compression rate and depth with the Animax were in better accordance
with ERC guidelines [103.3±13.9 (64-129) vs. 117.3±10.5 (97-154)
min-1 (P<0.001) and 45.1±1.4 (42-48) vs. 44.1±3.9 (35-54) mm
(P<0.05)].

Compression-release ratio (goal 50:50) varied in both groups [Animax
40:60 (31:69-51:49), manual 44:56 (32:68-53:47)].

Complete release for all compressions was recorded in 79 participants
with Animax and in 38 with standard technique, correct compression
point in 76 and 69 participants respectively.

Cardiac output with the Animax was higher [2.4±0.3 (1.6-3.0) vs.
1.7±0.7 (0,0-3,3) litre min-1 (P<0.001)], no-flow time was reduced
[19.7% vs. 25.9% or 35.5±5.4 (28-55) vs. 46.6±6.7 (29-68)
seconds (P<0.001)].

Use of the Animax improved quality of chest compression, increased
calculated cardiac output and reduced no-flow time when compared to
standard chest compressions in a mechanical CPR manikin.
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ANIMAX: a mechanical
CPR system allowing both
chest compressions and
ventilation (30:2) by a
single rescuer
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No-flow time (no chest compressions)
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Comparison of time without chest compressions (of 180 
seconds CPR); reduced no-flow (p<0.001) with ANIMAX 
for all 80 participants (FA = first aid, BLS = basic life 
support training, EMT = emergency medical technicians)


